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Chomsky and Halle (1968:3) note
ambiguity in the use of the term
'grammar'. It may be used to refer
either to an "explicit theory constructed by the linguist and proposed
as a description of the speaker's competence" or to "competence itself."
There exists a third notion of grammar, however, which largely antedates
generative phonology:
a grammar
which 'merely' attempts to describe
language data concisely, accurately,
completely, and consistently. It is only
in comparatively recent times that
linguists have thought it imperative to
make their descriptions correspond in
some way to the intellectual processes
underlying language.
Sapir's famous article "The Psychological Reality of the Phoneme" (1972
[1933]) was an important departure
from traditional phonemics because it
stressed the nonphysical, functional
interrelatedness
of speech sounds.
Sapir held (p. 22) that "all significant
entities in experience '" are revised
from the physically given by passing
through the fIlter of the functionally
or relatedly meaningful." Sapir's phoneme was fully specified phonetically,
but it had a mentalistic or psychological value because it was linked in
the minds of speakers to a system of
oppositions with other speech sounds.
Sapir asserted that hearers heard phonemes, not sounds. To support this
observation
Sapir referred to an
"error" he had noted, the kind of
evidence "generally overlooked by the
practical field linguist ...
[which]
may constitute valuable evidence for
the dynamic reality of the phonemic
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structure of ... language (p. 23). Sapir
had asked a Southern Paiute informant
to transcribe phonetically [pci·{3a'], 'at
the water', but what he got was
[pa.pa']. Sapir concluded (p. 23) that
a pause between syllables during transcription "was enough to divert Tony
[the informant] from the phonetically
proper form of the postposition to a
theoretically real but actually nonexistent form," Le., *-pa'.
Just as Sapir was concerned with
the elements which actually underlie a
speaker's phonetic output, generative
phonology has, from the beginning,
been concerned with both a speaker's
intuitions about the sounds he utters
and the psychological correctness of
phonological rules. Halle (1962) discussed how morpheme structure rules
could provide a formally explicit
means of capturing speakers' intuitions
about what constitutes
a possible
word. In discussing dialect variation he
stressed the need to concentrate on
underlying competence rather than on
mutual intelligibility, cognate forms,
etc. By attending to the 'grammar' of
English an investigator would soon
discover, for example, that English and
Pig Latin differ by the presence of a
single rule, even though they differ
greatly on the surface.
SPE (p. 330) held that true and
significant generalizations must "characterize the native speaker's competence, his idealized ability to produce
and understand an unlimited number
of sentences." As such, they must go
beyond the data, both in the sense
that they express "the facts that
underlie the data" and in that they can
accommodate "other potential data"
(ibid.). This position represents as important a departure from past phonological practice as Sapir's revolutionary

conception of the phoneme. In the
view of generative phonology a grammar can be taken seriously only if it is
descriptively adequate, that is, corresponds to a speaker's intuitions as well
as to the facts.
In phonology, descriptive adequacy
has largely been confined to consideration of correct underlying form and
the notion of 'possible word'. However, the implications are more profound than that. The notion that a
theory of language is also a psychological theory requires that a grammatical description be congruent with
what is known about both human
intellectual processes and human verbal
behavior.
Kiparsky (1968), like Halle (1962),
distinguishes between grammars which
only correctly specify a speaker's output and those which also correctly
specify the form of a speaker's knowledge of his language. Kiparsky asserts
that a grammar is psychologically correct only if its form corresponds to
"the system of rules which is internalized by the speaker and constitutes
part of what enables him to produce
and understand arbitrary utterances in
the language" (p. 171). A linguistic
theory, in turn, is psychologically correct only if it leads to psychologically
correct grammars. Kiparsky uses the
analogy of arithmetical operations: a
complex computer program might be
able to successfully perform any addition problem, but it may well be
different from the strategies humans
use to add. Generative phonology,
then, sets itself the goal not only of
predicting correct output, but also of
doing it the way speakers do.
To demonstrate that a grammatical
description actually represents a speaker's inner competence may require
verification of a different kind from
that used to show the account to be
observation ally adequate.
Evidence
external to the data seems to be called
for. SPE's stand on external evidence
is interesting, given its goals. Chomsky
and Halle discuss (332) the abstract
vowels they posited for English. They
note that these underlying representations depend on the assumption of
"instantaneous"
acquisition of phonology, that is, that their grammar is
based on a consideration of all English
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words. They admit that many alternations which might justify their abstract underlying representations are
found in the "more learned stratum of
vocabulary" (ibid.), not those a child
would be expected to encounter during the years of his grammar construction. They also admit that their conclusions may be incorrect if the assumption of "instantaneous acquisition" can be shown to be fundamentally misleading. But they conclude that:
Since the order of presentation of
linguistic data is, for the moment, an
extrinsic factor that has no place in
our theory, we cannot take account
of this fact, and we can therefore
state our conclusion about psychological reality only in hypothetical
form. (P. 332)

They go on to say that their description of English vowels is ~'a true
statement about language-ultimately,
about mental processes and the particular way in which they function."
But this claim is also hypothetical, for:
an empirical conclusion of this sort
will, naturally, be more difficult to
verify, will require more indirect and
subtle means of verification, than a
simple categorical assertion. To us it
seems that for the foreseeable future,
the study of language and mental
processes will have to be carried out
at such a level of abstraction if it is to
make significan t progress. (P. 332)

Thus, SPE seems to be rejecting
external evidence in the form of language acquisition data not on a principled basis but because the data are
unavailable. However, it seems unreasonable to conclude that only very
abstract solutions can lead to insights
into linguistic competence. External
evidence, when available, may also be
effectively employed.
Recently, Skousen (1975) has made
more extensive use of external evidence as a means to determine the
psychologically correct form of phonological descriptions. His book represents another example of the growing
disenchantment with abstract phonological analyses which appear to be
fundamentally unlearnable. Substantive Evidence in Phonology (hereafter SEp) proposes that phonology
begin using external evidence in a
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more serious and systematic way· in
order to make phonological analysis
more nearly psychologically real.
Skousen's approach is a reaction
against abstract analyses, most especially those proposed
within the
framework of generative phonology.
He questions the validity of positing
unique underlying representations and
a sequence of phonetically plausible
rules to account for all surface alternations. But, like generative phonologists, he agrees that a grammar
must be psychologically real in the
sense that rules represent in some way
the generalizations
speakers make
about the linguistic patterns they hear
and speak. It is because of the importance of this goal that Skousen
wishes to explore the nature of the
'psychological reality' of phonological
rules.
Central to Skousen's approach is
the belief that a surface alternation
does not necessarily signal the presence of a phonetically conditioned
rule(s). He divides phonological rules
into two types: phonetic rules and
morphological rules. These two rule
types represent different kinds of
regularities which speakers can capture, but both are to be considered as
'psychologically real' and as essential
components of linguistic competence.
According to Skousen (121), phonetic rules apply to near-surface representations; they apply whenever the
cmrect input for their application is
met; they operate on natural classes of
sounds and may be conditioned by
syllable or word boundaries. Morphological rules, however, are semantically
or categorically conditioned.
They
may be conditioned by morpheme
boundaries, and need not be conditioned by a phonetically specifiable
environment.
Morphological
rules
may, for example, determine which
allomorph of a stem will occur with a
given suffix, or base one surface form
on some other surface form.
Skousen believes that if external
evidence is used to test for the productivity of rules, then a phonological
description may look much less like a
list of historically
accurate rules
ordered in their sequence of addition
to the language. Phonetic rules may be
morphologized; that is, their effect

may be accounted for by surface
regularities rather than by underlying
regularities which are captured by
sequences of phonetically motivated
rules. It is the premise of SEP that
external evidence must be used to
distinguish between
phonetic
and
morphological
rules. Although
the
ultimate concern of SEP is the psychological reality of phonological rules,
the result is of more theoretical interest to the linguist than to the psychologist. No attempt is made to describe
the different psychological mechanisms which may be responsible for
the two kinds of phonological rules.
SEP identifies several kinds of evidence that is external to the linguistic
data (substantive, in Skousen's terms).
The most important
is language
change, but facts about language
acquisition, lexical change, fast speech,
language games, pathological speech,
speech errors, and psycholinguistic
tests can also point to the psychological
nature of phonological rules:
For example, Skousen (13-14) cites
the Ik-sl and IS-51 alternations of English, as found in forms like electricel ec tricity,
race-racial. Generative
phonology would claim that each pair
has a unique underlying form, and that
speakers use phonetically conditioned
phonological rules to map onto surface
forms. But Skousen would argue that
these alternations reflect the application of phonetically conditioned rules
which were once productive but have
now ceased to be phonetic rules. The
rules k -+ s I _i and s+i -+ s I _V can in
fact account for the surface outputs if
applied in the correct order; but this is
because such an order and such a form
of each rule represent the historical
addition of rules. The primary question that SEP raises is whether this
approach best represents the regularities that modern speakers actually
capture. SEP's conclusion is that this is
not always the case, and that external
evidence must be used to determine
whether the historical solution is correct.
The use of external evidence is
described by Skousen (pp. 20-21) as
follows:
Substantive evidence is the means by
which linguists may be able to determine what regularities are captured
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by speakers; and having determined
that, linguists can then decide what
linguistic principles speakers are
using to account for morphological
data. Ultimately, a theory of phonology must be able to predict what
possible rules a speaker could postulate in order to account for a given
set of morphological data. Without
actually using substantive evidence
directly, such a theory must be able
to determine which regularitiesin the
data speakers could capture. But the
principles used in such a theory must
be based on substantiveevidence.
We assume that by "regularity"
Skousen is referring to whether an
alternation is best accounted for by a
phonetic or morphological rule, and
that by "linguistic principle" he means
the conventions which allow for different ways of specifying linguistic
regularities. Skousen seems to be
saying that external evidence ought to
be used to determine the kinds of rules
which should be allowed in a grammar,
and that the rule types which are
uncovered by external evidence should
determine the kinds of regularities
which could be captured. This is tautological, if it is in fact a correct interpretation of Skousen's views.
Botha (1972: 130) shows that linguistic arguments are nondemonstrative in the sense that they are logical
structures "within the framework of
which evidence' is presented for a
hypothesis which exceeds this evidence in content." In science, nondemonstrative arguments are best evaluated not on the basis of formal
validity but on the basis of support,
acceptability, and persuasive power. A
linguistic argument depends on the
number and kind of evidential statements available as either positive or
negative support. But above all, evidence must be logically and qualitatively similar to the conclusion being
supported.
Botha discusses (133)
Kiparsky's (1968) use of language
change as support for metatheoretical
conventions in synchronic grammars.
This is relevant to our present discussion since SEP considers language
change to be the principal form of
external evidence.
For an evidential statement to be
considered relevant to an argument, "a
relation of similarity in kind exists
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between
the nonlogical,
i.e. the
factual, material, or qualitative, content of the evidential statement and
the nonlogical content of the conclusion" (Botha 1972: 134). Botha
thinks (136ff.) that arguments about
linguistic meta theory which are based
on language change are suspect when
supporting
statements
fail to be
qualitatively similar, since explanatory
success in one domain does not insure
success in another.
Kiparsky (1968: 174), views language change as a "window" onto a
speaker's competence; in effect, he
uses external evidence in the same way
that Skousen does. While Botha admits
that Kiparsky's arguments are logically
relevant, he questions their qualitative
relevance. His reasoning is essentially
as follows.
Language change refers to two distinct grammars, separate in time (see
figure I). Grammars of a language at
two different stages, G1 and G2, might
be related to one another by a rule
difference, by rule addition, by use of
a different linguistic convention, etc.
A speaker at Time 2 may make generalizations about the data he confronts,
TIME I
TIME 2

Fig. I
which are the output of the
grammar of his elders. The grammar he
forms, G2, may differ from G1 and
D2,
even
yield different
output,
though it is based on the output of
G1• Even though the two grammars
may be related formally to one
another by rule change, etc., this
formal statement of difference between the two grammars is not
psychologically real in the same sense
that a rule within a synchronic grammar is real. To assume that a change
between G1 and G2 is psychologically
real in the sense that regularities captured by speakers are real means that a
single speaker has a 'proto-grammar'
encompassing the two stages. While
this is a possibility, its implications are
D1,

not discussed in SEP. Botha finds that
since external evidence hinges on the
"psychological reality" issue, and since
the status of psychological reality in
the two cases is unclear, arguments
based on language change are qualitatively irrelevant and therefore not
admissible as support for arguments
about synchronic grammars.
Approximately the same arguments
can be used against external evidence
based on dialect variation, another
important source of evidence used in
SEP.

King (1969: 102) claims that neither
historical nor dialect evidence should
be used to decide between competing
grammars. To accept this view might
lead to the further conclusion that
such evidence should not be admitted
at all. This is because grammars must
be evaluated by principles of general
linguistic theory. But if external evidence based on dialects or language
change is admitted as support for
linguistic metatheory, then the competence of forbears or linguistic neighbors will play an indirect role in
determining the competence
of a
speaker.
A further methodological problem
associated with the use of external
evidence has been pointed out by
Botha (1972: 153). Various kinds of
external evidence-diachronic,
statistical, idiolectal, dialectal, sociological,
etc.-must
be ranked for qualitative
relevance and supportive strength. One
can imagine a case where loan-word
phonology might point to the correctness of a rule, while language acquistion data might suggest the opposite.
Which form of external evidence
should be most binding? How are
internal and external evidence to be
considered if they should conflict?
Should lack of external support invalidate a solution which is otherwise
well motivated by internal and theoretical considerations, or is external
evidence only useful in cases where it
positively supports a conclusion?
SEP does not seriously consider
these questions. That they are not idle
questions is revealed by an example of
contradictory use of external evidence
discussed
by Botha (1972:141).
Kiparsky (1968) claims that diachronic evidence from Slavic shows
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that a rule of absolute neutralization
must not exist in a grammar, while
Hyman (1970) uses another form of
external evidence, loan-words, to argue
the opposite. Linguistic arguments
based on external evidence are thus
arbitrary in the sense that no weighting criteria have been proposed.
A close inspection of external evidence might reveal that it is not as
sound as it may have appeared. It
seems reasonable to conclude that if
one piece of external evidence is used
in a linguistic argument, then any and
every form of external evidence must
be considered if possible. Either a
process is psychologically real or it is
not. Just as internal data must be
evaluated in terms of all data, so too
must external evidence be considered
in light of all linguistic behavior. Take,
for example, Hyman's (1970) argument for absolute neutralization in
Nupe. Hyman argues that the segments
/:J/ and / E/ condition labialization and
palatalization before merging as /a/.
The primary defense of this rule is its
supposed
"psychological
reality,"
which is based on loan-word phonology. The Nupe word for bicycle,
[kYakYa]
comes
from Yoruba
[kEkt]. Hyman assumes that Nupe
speakers perceive the foreign word as
having the equivalent of their own
underlying representation, and have
applied a rule of absolute neutralization, :J, E --+ a, which exists in their
grammar. This assumes that the perceived Yoruba [E) corresponds to the
specification of a sound which is never
pronounced
in Nupe. Crothers
(1973: 13) points out that simple phonetic proximity may provide a better
explanation. Tllis seems to be supported by evidence that 'bicycle'
appears at least sometimes with [e).
The borrowing argument, according to
Crothers (1973:14), just adds another
dimension requiring further justification from an external source (Le.,
acoustic phonetics). Moreover, the
neutralization rule posited by Hyman
complicates a reduplication rule and
the statement of morpheme structure.
Since speakers generally seem to prefer
the least complicated solution, this
may be an argument against the
psychological reality argued for by
Hyman.
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As mentioned earlier, SEP proposes
two kinds of phonological regularities,
phonetic and morphological. Skousen
argues that some regularities in French
verbal morphology are best accounted
for by purely surface patterns of alternation rather than by phonetic rules as
proposed by some generative phonologists. For many French verbs
there appears to be a direct surface
relationship between the infinitive and
the future/conditional
stem, as described in many pedagogical grammars ..
As evidence for this Skousen points
out (p. 36) that verbs whose future/
conditional stems were once different
from the infinitive have been changed
to conform to this pattern. For example, the future/conditional stem of
boire 'to drink' was formerly buvr- but
has become boir-. Children's language
errors seem to show that they are
making this generalization. Gregoire's
children created the future forms
tenirai, mourirons, voirai, in place of
the exceptional forms tiendrai, mourrom, verrai. SEP argues that when a
rule ceases to be productive, resulting
in surface exceptions, the speaker (or
learner) must account for alternations
as best he can. If surface exceptions
are numerous enough he may posit
one form as basic and relate other
forms to it. Unfortunately, Skousen
does not discuss how this crossover
point might be measured or predicted.
Such a measure would be of great
benefit to the study of sound change.
Economy
must be an important
factor, but surely not the only one.
Morphological regularity is considered in SEP's discussion of the
English past tense. English has basically four kinds of past tenses:
1.
2.
3.
4.

reach - reached - reached
teach - taught - taught
ring - rang - rung
set - set - set

According to Skousen (27ff.), historical change provides external evidence
that Type I is a productive morphological regularity captured by speakers.
For example. the past tense of reach
was formerly raught, but was later
made to conform to the Type 1
pattern:
reached. Children,
after
having learned the correct past tense
of go, are occasionally heard to say

goed or wented. A Type 1 verb,
however, is never changed to conform
to Type 2; Type 2 no longer seems to
be a regularity among English speakers. This conclusion is supported by
several kinds of external evidence. As a
hypothetical
past tense of preach,
praught would probably not be understood in a sentence like "His mother
praught to him every day." New items
do not form their past tense in conformity to Type 2. And, last, speakers
do not spontaneously generate new
past tenses according to Type 2.
Types 3 and 4 seem to represent
competing regularities in modern English. For example, the past tense form
ringed changed to rang because, like
the other forms of Type 3, it was of
one syllable and ended in [I)]. However, the past tense of cling, clang,
seems to have become clung for some
speakers, reflecting the tendency to
make the past tense and the past
participle identical. Thus, language
change seems to show that at least
some forms have moved into Type 3
while others have moved out. This use
of external evidence may seem ambivalent, but SEP does not argue that
morphological rules are exceptionless
in the same way that phonetic rules
are. Rather, Skousen would simply
conclude that only Types I, 3, and 4
are regularities in current English. The
residue, formed like teach - taught, is
presumably memorized as exceptions.
External evidence can point to the
productivity of phonological rules. If a
rule operates to remove all surface
exceptions, then Skousen considers it
to be a phonetic rule. An example of
such a rule is stress assignmen t in
Finnish. Primary stress is placed on the
first syllable, secondary stress on the
third, as in ttilosstini 'in my house'. A
loan word, likor 'liquor', has stress on
the second syllable in Swedish, but is
made to conform to the Finnish pattern. Potential
surface exceptions
which result from the application of
other rules are removed. In the Savo
dialect (SEP, p. 49) the second /y/ of
kylymassii has been inserted and secondary stress adjusted. Finally, Skousen (p. 49) argues that words which
have "lost their compound sense"
undergo Finnish stress placement. This
last example of external evidence is
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weak, since Skousen does not propose
any measure for determining when a
word has lost its "compound sense"
other than stress assignment, which is
what he is attempting to support.
Skousen says (p. 54) that surface
violations of productive,
phonetic
rules are "eventually eliminated," but
this brings out a further methodological problem which SEP doesn't deal
with. Suppose a phonologist is describing a language which, unlike Finnish,
French, and English, doesn't have a
long written history. And suppose he
finds that there are surface exceptions
to an otherwise well motivated rule.
Can he assume that the rule will
"eventually
apply"? Or must he
assume that he is dealing with a rule
that has been morphologized? With no
historical record to consult, a phonologist using external evidence may
have no way of knowing whether a
phonetic rule is in the process of
expanding its domain, or whether it is
no longer productive. Thus, for many
of the world's languages the use of
external evidence alone may not conclusively demonstrate the nature of
the regularities captured by speakers.
Skousen doesn't deal with notions
like lexical diffusion, word frequency,
or age-grading in discussing surface
exceptions. It is possible that many
apparent surface exceptions to a rule
are actually forms which fail to meet
the structural desc;iption of a rule as it
should be formulated. The fact that a
speaker fails to flap the /t/ of butter in
carefully enunciated speech does not
mean that Flapping is not a productive
rule of American English. Rather, it
means that there is a speech style
(slow, pendantic, overly careful) where
the rule doesn't apply and where
underlying /t/ can be recovered. It is
implicit that Skousen assumes a homogeneous dialect. But an intelligent use
of external evidence seems to call for a
careful examination of variable linguistic behavior.
External evidence can also point
out rules that have been morphologized. A rule of Finnish apparently assibilates /t/ to /s/ when followed by /i/, and another rule raises
/e/ to /i/ before a word boundary. This
last rule is responsible for alternations
like ka te - kati 'hand'. It has also
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applied historically to personal suffixes like me, te (my, your) giving mi,
ti. However, no other suffixes are ever
added to personal suffixes. Since /i/ is
phonemic in Finnish, and since no
surface alternations are apparent to
speakers, succeeding generations probably learned that the underlying forms
of these personal suffixes were /mi/,
/ti/. Skousen argues that since the
/e - i/ alternation occurs only when a
suffix follows, it is most easily
accounted for as a morphological rule:
i-+e/_+
where + indicates a morpheme boundary. Since the environment depends on
a morpheme boundary, some surface
exceptions to a phonetically specified
environment will result. Explicit in
this account is the assumption that a
morpheme boundary cannot act as a
phonetic conditioning environment.
Similarly, t -+ s / _i originally
applied whenever its structural description was met in Finnish. Forms like
tilta 'bridge' were restructured to silta
after the addition of this rule, since
there were no surface alternations
which could permit the recovery of
underlying /t/. The only possible alternations were cases where the following
/i/ was derived from another vowel
which appeared in related forms, or
where /i/ replaced another vowel
which continued to appear in related
forms. But since such alternations
would be found only at a morpheme
boundary, speakers learned, according
to Skousen, that the /t/ - /s/ alternation is conditioned by the form of
suffix added.
A third example of a morphological
rule cited by Skousen is consonant
gradation in Finnish (p. 55ff.). He
claims that a phonetic rule of gradation is no longer actively employed by
Finns.
Rather,
alternations
are
accounted for by a morphological rule
based on surface patterns. Skousen
points out (p. 59) that there is evidence which indicates that gradation is
a phonetic rule which operates in the
environment of short, closed syllables;
for example, in the following alternations:
kiitenii
'hand'
essive
kiiteen
illative
kiiden
genitive, accus.
kiidessii
inessive

However, there are surface exceptions
to the environment
of consonant
gradation, such as the present passive
of itketaan 'cry', past passive itkettiin.
Gradation has degeminated the stop in
the present passive, but failed to do so
in the past passive, although neither
meets the phonetic environment. of
gradation. Historically, there was a
present suffIx, /k/, which served to
condition gradation: itke + tta + k +
sen, while there was no consonant in
the past passive: itke + tta + + sen.
But, Skousen argues, modern speakers
have no evidence for an underlying
consonant cluster /ks/ in the present
passive. Therefore, a surface exception
to a phonetic environment exists.
Generative phonology might mark the
past passive as exceptional by means
of a rule feature, but Skousen argues
that if this were true speakers, especially children, would change the
present passive to itkettaan, since it
fails to meet the environment for
consonant
gradation
(a following
short, closed syllable). But there is no
external evidence that this happens.
Similarly, gradation fails to occur
(changing /t/ to /dl) in forms with the
possessive su fflX, even though the last
three forms here meet the structural
description of gradation:
kiiteni
'my hand'
kiitesi .
'your hand'
kiitensa
'his/their hand'
kiitemme
'our hand'
kiitenne
'your hand'
Instead of applying a phonetically
conditioned rule, Skousen argues that
speakers have simply memorized that
the stem appears in its strong form,
kate, when immediately followed by
the possessive suffix, and that the
weak stem, kade, appears with other
suffixes regardless of whether the following syllable is open or closed.
Other dialects use the weak stem with
the possessive suffix, showing that the
choice is in some sense an arbitrary
one.
SEP is an important first step
towards a phonology which considers
all facets of language behavior and
which takes as its task the goal of
accounting for the actual strategies
employed by speakers. There are a
number of important methodological
difficulties to be worked out, as noted

i
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above. However, Skousen has at least
shown that it is possible that there are
two kinds of psychological reality for
phonological rules. As yet we have no
real understanding of the mental processes which may be necessary for two
such kinds of psychologically correct
rules, nor how they may be represented in the brain. But, in that
linguistic research may contribute to
an understanding of such things, this
finding may itself be an advance.
The implications
for linguistic
theory seem to be that phonological
descriptions can be more concrete
without
sacrificing
accuracy
or
psychological credibility. Walsh (1977)
has presented some convincing arguments that, within the format of
natural generative phonology, morphological rules are grouped together in a
component and precede the application of the unordered phonetic rules.
If this is so, we have gained a greater
insight into how humans organize the
highly complex sound patterns of language.
While the matter
of morphological rule precedence remains an
empirical question, it seems clear that
internal linguistic evidence alone cannot resolve the issue. A reexamination
of linguistic analyses in the light of
external evidence promises to provide
a more accurate approxi013tion of
linguistic competence. Close attention
to all aspects of linguistic behavior
may lead to more carefully controlled
use of mentalistic arguments which
may, in turn, represent a truer version
of psychological reality.
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FROM

THE EDITOR

As the final issue of LANGUAGE
to be published under
Indiana University's sponsorship goes
to press, the editor wishes to acknowledge her gratitude to many individuals.
First, of course, to Professor
Thomas A. Sebeok, for assigning the
editorship of LS, the single most challenging and satisfying task we had
been confronted with in many years.
Next, and primarily for his unfailing support, advice, and friendship,
to Professor Carleton T. Hodge, who
has served as unofficial editorial consultant at our request from the
beginning. His help, and that of several
IU faculty members in the fields of
linguistics, literature, and languages,
supplied what LS lacked in the way of
an official Editorial Board. A glance at
1\1e indexes will reveal that Professors
Hodge, Fred W. Householder, other IU
faculty, and graduate students, were
also frequent contributors of articles
and reviews; for this local support we
are especially grateful.
Since the editor is not a linguist,
the aid of graduate students who
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served as Assistants was particularly
useful in clearing a path through the
jungles of "trees" and/or seeking out
books and reviewers: Trienne Glover,
Dennis DeLoof, Anne Billingsley,
James Jensen, Craig Noll, Eugene
Papa, and Sahnny Johnson. Miss
Johnson, who is now employed on a
research project at the RCLSS, has
spent much of her own time as local
representative for the editor, supervising completion of the last two issues
of LS, a personal sacrifice that deserves our special appreciation.
Because many of our clerical staff,
some Qf them students, were employed only part time during the
academic year, their contribution may
have
gone
unnoticed.
We here
acknowledge the help they gave, and
the enjoyment they afforded, during
their association with LS: Elizabeth
Lightfoot,
Mary Gifford, Carolyn
Brown,
Howard
Hartig, Jeanne
Stavropoulos, and Rachelle Horwitz.
LS was composed on IBM Selectric
compositing equipment in the RCLSS
Publications Office. Barbara Dutton
worked on almost every issue from
December 1968 through December
1976; Jean White has done all of the
composition for the 1977 issues. They
and their colleagues, Jewell Dee
Sargent and Faye Sargent, have all
contributed not only to LS, but also
to the education of the editorial staff
in the more technical aspects of
journal production. Their high standards of excellence have been reflected
in the finished product, printed by
Metropolitan Printing, Inc. of Bloomington since October 1968. To that
company, and particularly to Charles
Neumeyer and Larry Headley, the
editor expresses sincere thanks for
their close cooperation and the professional integrity from which LS has
profited.
Finally, since no journal survives
without readers, our warmest thanks
must go to all of our subscribers, many
of them reviewers and authors, whose
support has helped to maintain LS for
a number of years. We are grateful for
the letters expressing interest and concern for the future of LS; we hope
that transfer negotiations will soon be
completed and information sent to all
on our mailing list.
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